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Pre-Sewing Checklist

Tools you need for sewing:
But please read all of the following instructions first...

Should you have any questions, you can contact us at
contact@firstloungeberlin.com

or visit our blog http://firstloungeberlinblogspot.com
or visit us http://www.facebook.com/firstloungeberlin

fanpage https://www.facebook.com/fanpage.firstloungeberlin

*sewing machine, 
overlocker
sewing machine

*iron

*scissors

*measuring tape

*fixing pins

*tape

*paper for printer

Anything's possible, nothing's binding Look what is available.

Copying or sharing this sewing instruction and also the mass production (over 10 pieces) 
of this product is not allowed. But sewn individual pieces can be sold by mentioning our name. 

We accept no liability for possible errors in this instruction.
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Material that you need...

Elastic fabrics like jersey, cotton jersey, viscose, spandex, smooth
knit fabrics, microfiber, polyester, sweatshirt fabric, etc. are ideal.
Important! Elasticity, at least crosswise elastic...but bi-elastic
fabrics are best. All fabrics are available in different width and 
composition. Therefore, we only specify the length and rarely the 
width. But most fabrics are available with a width of 140cm. Turn to
specialist shops for advice on which and how much fabric
you need for your pants.

*Sew a sample with similar fabric.

*Elastic cotton jersey, smooth knit fabric, mixed jersey fabrics, or
fabrics made of viscose with spandex. You will need approx.
Sizes for all: 170 cm without cuff, 210 cm incl. cuff.

*You need 50 cm less fabric for the shorter pants.

*Fitting yarn, stitch settings are always 2,5 to 3. Of course, the
visual effect is also important. Sew a sample.

*Fine sewing machine needle or jersey needle

*Maybe knit cuffs or another elastic fabric,
see size chart: sizes for cuffs

Imagination has no limits...  

 1 inch = 2,54 cm 1 cm = 0,4 inch

Copying or sharing this sewing instruction and also the mass production (over 10 pieces) 
of this product is not allowed. But sewn individual pieces can be sold by mentioning our name. 

We accept no liability for possible errors in this instruction.
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